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Terms and Conditions for En Primeur Purchases

Wines purchased “en primeur”, prior to being shipped, will be delivered up to 18 months after 
release, depending on the region. 2019 Burgundies will be shipped in Spring and Autumn 2021.

Prices for wines sold en primeur are quoted “in bond”, exclusive of UK Duty, VAT and onward 
delivery but including shipping. Payment terms are 30 days from date of invoice. Unless 
otherwise stated, prices quoted are per case of 12 bottles (12x75cl). 

Cancellation of an order for en primeur wines will be accepted by Private Cellar only if made 
within seven working days from receipt of your invoice, in writing, to 57 High Street, Wicken, 
Cambridgeshire CB7 5XR.

Wines are offered subject to availability and may be subject to allocation. Please confirm 
your eventual delivery instructions at the time of your order. When shipped, your wines 
can be delivered to you and you will be invoiced for Duty, delivery and VAT at the prevailing 
rate. Alternatively, your wines can be stored in bond in the Private Cellar Reserves LLP 
account at the specialist wine storage facility, Vinothèque, for an annual storage fee.

Orders for en primeur wines may be made by telephone, e-mail or post and confirmation of 
your order or allocation will be on the issue of our invoice.

Please visit www.privatecellar.co.uk for our full terms & conditions

E&OE

Cover photo, courtesy of Domaine Chevrot

Valentine in the vineyard

photo credit: Thierry Gaudillère

* Wines marked with an asterisk will be subject to allocation to customers
buying across the quality range.
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Burgundy 2019 - Vintage Report
by Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW

That the past twelve months have been anything but normal is an understatement with which we are all familiar but, 
for us, the lack of travel has raised challenges previously not contemplated, such as how to taste the hundreds of young 
wines which a primeur offer demands, both so we can make our assessment on the vintage in general and for the 
specifics of each wine from each grower. We have been incredibly lucky that the majority of our Burgundy growers, 
some of whom are truly tiny, were prepared to send samples of their unfinished wines. Previously this would have been 
unthinkable because of the risk of spoilage but, when the alternative was being left behind, it became the logical option. 
Bottles of every shape and size arrived, from full bottles to halves, from quarters to 5cls, including some which looked as 
if they were straight out of a hospital lab, and, to a wine, they were stunning. It made us think: if samples which had been 
subjected to rapid courier delivery could taste so good, it clearly indicated a superlative vintage. And it is indeed just that.

The Growing Season:

The winter of 2018 - 2019 was unusually warm and dry, some 2oC above average, with February notably warmer than 
usual; there were no significant periods of cold, which meant that the vines were well advanced by April. Two cold spells 
in April brought separate waves of frost and put a welcome brake on the precocious growth, bringing it almost back 
into line with the average. The early April frost was focused on Chablis and the southern part of Burgundy, hitting the 
Chalonnaise, Mâconnais and reaching as far as Chassagne and St Aubin, with some significant damage to the developing 
vines, followed by another episode on 15th April, hitting the Côte de Beaune again and the area around Premeaux Prissey, 
south of Nuits St Georges. April was generally rainy, replenishing the water levels, and from then on the weather was fine 
and dry, with two notable heatwaves, one at the end of June and the second at the end of July, when Chevrot recorded a 
high of 42.9oC in their Comme Dessus vineyard in Santenay. In terms of light, Faiveley recorded 30% more sunlight than 
in an average year. The April rains were seen as a game changer, allowing the vines to continue growing and maturing 
without suffering from the heat, as they had done to a greater or lesser degree in 2018; for this reason, both Erwan 
Faiveley and Jérôme Flous, winemaker at Faiveley, feel that 2019 has the edge over 2018. Flowering was drawn out over a 
fortnight under mixed weather, with some poor fruit set adding to losses from frost and subsequent drought.
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Harvest dates were around the norm, with most starting in mid-September; had the early spring chill not slowed things 
down, it would have been a different story. Yields were, however, impacted by the hot, dry growing season, with many 
growers bringing in up to half their normal crop; the compensation being that the 2019 fermentations were quick and 
clean, easy to manage – as Pablo Chevrot said ‘sometimes, easy is good’ – and welcome after the 2018 fermentations which, 
particularly for the whites, were sluggish with many not starting malolactic until the late spring or early summer. As ever 
in a sunny year, the management of the red fermentations will dictate the tannins and structure of the wine; Faiveley found 
themselves reducing the amount of time on skins as the colours and tannins came through quickly, particularly as the skins 
were not as thick as in 2018 – another benefit of the April rains – yet their wines are extraordinarily deeply coloured. 
Once again, the premiers and grands crus have performed spectacularly, with their poorer soils forcing the vines to dig 
deep and therefore access water, whilst the village and generic appellations were less successful, with many vines struggling 
with the heat. Chablis, whose defining feature is mineral freshness, risks losing its identity in a hot year, becoming more 
like a Côte d’Or Burgundy, and there was concern that this might be the case in 2019; happily, upon tasting it was clear 
that there were excellent levels of acidity as a result of the heat-induced concentration, and the wines have a beautiful zip 
of freshness behind their charismatic Chardonnay fruit.

In terms of style, the reds are incredibly ripe yet fresh, with very attractive fleshy red fruits and significant ripe tannic 
structures behind; these are wines which will age long and well. For the whites, initially they gave little away but after 
several months in barrel they have developed and put on weight, becoming more vibrant and alive and, in many cases, 
destined for a longer life than their 2018 counterparts; Jérôme Flous believes that, paradoxically, very ripe Chardonnay 
gives long lived wines, particularly if they have the racy acidity of the 2019s, and cites their 2003s, broad but beautifully 
balanced, as a case in point. This bodes well indeed for the 2019s!

Market Conditions:

Despite the disturbed year, global appetite for Burgundy has not diminished, and with small yields – around 30 hectolitres 
per hectare at best for the whites (less for Olivier Lamy), with slightly better results for the reds – the pressure on 2019 
stocks will be correspondingly strong. Prices have remained constant or risen slightly to reflect the short harvest, and, 
with the additional shipping costs around Brexit, under bond prices have had to rise too. Most growers can sell their 
premiers and grands crus several times over and more and more are insisting on a ratio between generic and villages wines 
and their crus which is something which will be reflected in our own allocations of the top wines.

To discuss the vintage, learn more about the wines and for help in preparing your wish list, please call us on 
01353 721 999 or contact your usual salesperson using the details on the following page.

The Burgundy 2019 vintage will be offered in bond and will be shipped in the spring and autumn of 2021.
Please let us know at the time of ordering if you would like to store your wines with

Private Cellar Reserves LLP or take delivery of the wines Duty Paid.



Map produced by Encompass Graphics Ltd

our conTacT deTails

to place an order or for advice and assistance in choosing your wines
please call 01353 977 995 or contact us using the e-mail addresses below:

 
 Andrew Gordon Laura Taylor Nicola Arcedeckne-Butler MW
 andrew@privatecellar.co.uk laura@privatecellar.co.uk nicola@privatecellar.co.uk

 James Naylor Amanda Skinner Camilla Shepherd
 james@privatecellar.co.uk amanda@privatecellar.co.uk camilla@privatecellar.co.uk

 Charlie Stanley-Evans Peter McCalmont Nick Clarke
 charlie@privatecellar.co.uk peter@privatecellar.co.uk nick@privatecellar.co.uk

www.privatecellar.co.uk
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CHABLIS

Samuel Billaud
Formerly the winemaker at the family domaine, Billaud Simon, until a difference of opinion over the 
future direction with his uncle, Samuel Billaud broke away and set up on his own in 2009, leaving behind 
vineyards which were rightfully his. In the early years, he bought fruit from vineyards which he oversaw 
and gradually, after the purchase of Billaud Simon by Faiveley, and as contracts came up for renewal, he 
has been able to take back his own vineyards as well as purchasing some new ones. This means he can 
offer almost all the grands crus and a raft of premiers, using home-grown and bought in fruit, both treated 
with the same respect. Premiers and grands crus receive a small percentage of new oak, but by using big 
(450 and 600 litre) barrels he avoids ‘oakiness’ in the wine.

Petit Chablis 2019 12 per case £125

From a plot above the grands crus which Samuel calls ‘Sur Les Clos’, from 20 year old plus vines. Pale gold with a nose of racy white 
stone fruit, floral and leesy, chalky and alluring leading to a proper Chablis palate, racy and linear, with marked acidity behind the 
chalky white fruit, with a long, supple and fresh finish. Drink 2021-2023

Chablis 1er Cru Montmains 2019 12 per case £250

One of the most southerly premiers crus, next to Vaillons, and made from bought in fruit. Pale with a tightly packed nose of leesy, 
leafy green fruit, intense and floral with some ripe white fruits, and white pepper too. More austere on the palate than the nose 
implies, with racy acidity behind the white flower notes too, mineral and tight with lemony acidity on the end. Delicious.
Drink 2022-2025+

Chablis 1er Cru Fourneaux 2019 12 per case £250

From two warmer, south facing plots by Fleys, due east of Chablis; farmed organically and on the same soils as Montée de Tonnerre 
and the grands crus. Slightly deeper in colour with a nose of rich, creamed white stone fruits yet not opulent, leafy and super fresh, 
with a hint of sherbet. On the palate, equally racy and intense white stone fruits, saline with a mineral hint, some creamed citrus 
notes and going to a long, rich, really interesting finish. Drink 2022-2026

Chablis 1er Cru Séchet Vieilles Vignes 2019 12 per case £300

In the heart of premier cru Vaillons, this vineyard has 80 year old vines and was Samuel’s grandfather’s favourite plot; a seam of blue 
clay runs through the vineyard bringing power to the wines. Bright gold with a more nuanced nose, floral, creamed, white fruits, 
with fewer leafy notes, really alluring; rich and tight on the palate, more layers, and again greater nuance and movement, smooth and 
supple too, with acidity behind the fruit, mineral and even stony, most definitely not plump and going to a beautifully long, developing 
finish. Wow! Drink 2022-2027+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Lamblin & Fils
The Lamblin family can trace their Chablis roots back to the 17th Century, firstly as vignerons 
and then as wine makers. The 12th generation, cousins Clement and Alexandre Lamblin, are 
now at the helm with their respective fathers, Didier and Michel, and making their mark.  
With holdings in multiple premiers and grands crus, not to mention extensive villages hectares, 
they offer a perfect illustration of why terroir is so important in Chablis as each wine is so 
markedly different.

The domaine is gradually moving towards organic production with small releases of organic 
cuvées of both Vaillons and Fourchaumes, with more to follow. In 2019 they also released their 
first natural wine, made without any additional sulphur, which we are longing to taste when 
we can next visit the Domaine.

Chablis Villages 2019 12 per case £115

Pale water white with a nose of lovely plump white stone fruit, mineral and racy, with a buttery note behind, really alluring, and 
leading to a palate of deliciously buttery fruit with zingy acidity behind, fresh and floral, layered, with a long, ripe finish. Possibly their 
best to date. Drink 2020-2024

Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaumes  2019 12 per case £195

The yield for Fourchaumes, immediately north of the grands crus, was particularly reduced by the April frosts. Yellow gold with a 
nose of fresh, sherbety white fruits, leafy with some flinty notes behind, relatively tight, leading to a palate of sweet rich white stone 
fruits, quite plump yet zingy too with lovely depth and a hint of white flowers behind, going to a long, creamy white fruit finish.
Drink 2021-2025

Chablis 1er Cru Vaillons  2019 12 per case £215

Yellow gold with a nose of bright, white stone fruits, leafy and floral, leading to a sprightly fruited palate of white flowers with a 
lovely tart freshness behind, a hint of confectionary (sugar mice!), relatively plump with a light citrus note, going to a creamy, fresh 
and zingy finish with good length. Drink 2022-2025+

Chablis Grand Cru Vaudésir 2019 12 per case £385

At the top of the grand cru slope, facing south east. Pale with a green glint. On the nose, tight white stone fruits, very restrained with 
some floral notes, leading to a palate of white and yellow stone fruits, deliciously focused and intense, creamed with fine, super fresh 
acidity, mineral with a lovely contrast between ripe and racy and a lovely long finish. Very nicely done. Drink 2022-2026+

Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos 2019 12 per case £390

Pale with a yellow glint, with a nose of tight, floral white fruits, very pretty and alluring, restrained too, leading to a more effusive 
palate, deeply fruited with tight white fruits, creamed, mineral, white flowers again and some white pear behind, really racy yet with a 
hint of plumpness there too. Absolutely delicious. Drink 2022-2027+

 £ per case
 in bond
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To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999

CÔTE CHALONNAISE & MÂCONNAIS

Château de Buxy, Laurent Cognard & Co.
2020 has been tough on Laurent Cognard, not just because his sales in France are mostly to restaurants 
which have spent much of the year closed or on reduced hours; he has also been impacted by tariffs 
imposed by the US as part of a tit-for-tat trade war around aeroplane subsidies – which of course has 
absolutely nothing to do with vine growing! However, he remains as ebullient as ever and hosted a 
Zoom tasting for Team PC in the summer to prove that you can’t keep a good man down. His 2019s are 
gorgeously expressive, incredibly rich yet fresh at the same time, and are seriously good; they drink well 
when young but also age beautifully too.

Pouilly Vinzelles Les Quarts 2019 12 per case £195

Pale gold with a nose of white stone fruit with a light marzipan note, delicious but subtle, leading to a richer palate 
with more marzipan behind ripe yellow stone fruit – yellow plums – with fresh yet gentle acidity and a lovely 
freshness on the finish. Really nicely done. Drink 2021-2023

Montagny 1er Cru Les Bassets 2019 12 per case £210

Pale gold with rich, more precise white stone fruit and again a marzipan note, some spice and golden fruits behind, 
perfumed. On the palate, sweet, rich white stone fruit, spiced and juicy, creamy and fresh with a deliciously long finish 
and a tantalising hint of spice. Delicious. Drink 2021-2024

 £ per case
 in bond
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Château Fuissé
We sorely missed our visit to Château Fuissé as it is one of the prime opportunities for a spot of nerdy 
terroir tasting – with five different Pouilly Fuissés on offer, all on differing soils, it is one of the finest ways 
of drilling down to the very essence of the influence of terroir, that elusive combination of soil, bedrock, 
aspect and microclimate.

2019 was, as for everyone, a hot year at Château Fuissé but they were fortunate with some timely rain 
in August which unblocked the vines and brought ahead the harvest which started in the first week of 
September, earlier than they had anticipated because the vines suddenly surged forward, refreshed by 
the rain. It was nonetheless a reduced harvest, with small, concentrated berries and that shines through 
in the wines which have an even more focused level of precision than usual, despite being incredibly 
approachable already. As a result of the small harvest, there is no Bourgogne Blanc Château Fuissé this 
year, although we will be offering their Bourgogne Blanc Famille Vincent later in the Spring.

St Véran 2019 12 per case £145

From three locations, the majority on clay (power) and some on limestone (elegance). Very pale with a gorgeous nose of white 
flowers, white stone fruit, some creamed citrus notes, very sunny and super-alluring. Sweet and creamy on the palate with the floral 
note again and a lovely citrus tang behind, some buttery brioche notes too, really fresh and balanced. A glorious combination of 
citrus and sunshine. Drink 2021-2023

Pouilly Fuissé Tête de Cuvée bottles 2019 12 per case £210
 magnums  6 per case £225

Half of this is barrel matured, with 20% new wood, from a wide selection of vineyards. This is the domaine’s signature wine. Slightly 
deeper gold and much tighter on the nose with a distant mineral white stone fruit note, really closed, then beautifully open on the 
palate with delicious creamed lemons, white stone fruits, white pear too, and lovely citrus acidity to balance, grilled with a hint of 
marzipan and going to a fresh, long finish. Drink 2021-2024+

Pouilly Fuissé Les Brûlés 2019 12 per case £370

One of the forthcoming premier cru sites; south facing, hence the name Brûlés, fermented in new oak. Pale gold, with a nose of lovely 
grilled white stone fruit – white peach – flowers and distant lemons, really perfumed. On the palate, rich white stone fruit, grilled 
and intense with lovely notes of honeysuckle, brioche, creamed lemons, with racy acidity, so well balanced and fresh yet clearly very 
sunny too with a really long finish. Lovely combination. Drink 2021-2025

Pouilly Fuissé Le Clos* 2019 6 per case £220

The premium vineyard of Château Fuissé, immediately behind the house and cellar with a mix of soils from top to bottom of the 
slope. Deeper gold with rich white stone fruit on the nose, some honeysuckle and even white jasmine with a grilled butterscotch 
note, leading to a palate of rich, tactile white fruit, intense and mouthcoating, yet super fresh with lovely mineral, stony notes, bright 
citrus acidity, a grilled hint, and the perfume still in the background. Really complex, really complete with an amazingly long finish. 
Lovely wine. Drink 2022-2026+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Meurgey-Croses
Despite a professional lifetime immersed in Burgundy as a négociant, Pierre Meurgey only recently gave 
in to the desire to get his hands properly dirty in both the vineyard and cellar. Whilst it is very hard 
work, and the returns perhaps not as generous as selling from behind a desk, Pierre admits that he 
has never been happier, and certainly that is the impression you get when you see him. His Mâconnais 
wines come mostly from fruit purchased from family members, particularly his mother, and he has more 
recently bought a very small estate close to Beaune to make wines under his own Domaine label.

St Véran 2019 12 per case £140

Part barrel fermented, some in new oak, and using larger – 400-600 litre – barrels as well as smaller barriques. Pale gold with a green 
glint and invitingly sweet, ripe semi-tropical fruit on the nose, lightly buttery with some white stone fruits, mineral and perfumed. On 
the palate, lovely citrus, floral notes behind the sweet shortbread tone, warm Mediterranean fruit (apricot), really alluring and with 
good balancing acidity behind. This will drink well young and going forward too. Drink 2021-2024

Pouilly Fuissé Vieilles Vignes 2019 12 per case £195

The vieilles vignes in this case are between 55 and 95 years old, on a variety of different soils. Barrel fermented with 15% new oak. 
Deeper in colour with a lovely gold tinge; ripe, creamy white stone fruits on the nose, some toasty notes and leafy fruit, more 
serious and focused, leading to a palate of rich, intense fruits, creamed yet with a delicious citrus note behind; toasty and grilled 
behind the fruit, with a hint of crème pâtissière, and going to a lovely racy finish. Delicious. Drink 2022-2025+

 £ per case
 in bond
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The Meurgey-Croses cellars at Château de Bligny-lès-Beaune
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CÔTE DE BEAUNE

Domaine Jean Chartron
The Chartron family have been based in Puligny since the mid-19th Century, with Jean-Michel and his 
sister, Anne-Laure, representing the fifth generation to run the house. Their vines are all in the southern 
Côte de Beaune, clustered around the border between Puligny and Chassagne, putting them in the 
direct line of fire for April’s early frost, which duly took just under 50% of their yield. With only 13 
hectares of vines to play with, split into 20 different appellations, that was a massive blow and required 
no little engineering to ensure sufficient barrels were filled without overdoing the oak treatment. As 
ever, Jean-Michel has succeeded and the wines all have a lovely intensity and plumpness, held in check by 
racy acidity. These are beautifully made wines which will satisfy the impatient and reward the patient.

Bourgogne Blanc Cuvée Eugénie Dupard 2019 12 per case £130

Most of the fruit for Chartron’s Bourgogne Blanc originates from their Clos de la Combe vineyard in Puligny, with some other 
outlying vineyards included. Bright gold with a nose of leafy white stone fruits, some jellied fruits too, very tight. On the palate, jellied 
fruits again, with creamed white fruits, some leafy notes and hints of spice – cinnamon – rather than the usual lemon, then long and 
ripe with a zip of citrus on the finish, plump yet racy too. Drink 2021-2024

Chassagne Montrachet 2019 12 per case £450

From a half hectare plot on the southern edge of the appellation. Pale gold with a green glint; tight and mineral on the nose, some 
perfumed, floral fruit, more restrained, and a distant grilled note behind. On the palate, rich, creamed, intense white and yellow stone 
fruits, with racy acidity behind, textured, citrus and pure, very mineral and really enticing, delicious with a really long, resonating 
finish. Drink 2022-2026+

Puligny Montrachet 2019 12 per case £490

A combination of Chartron’s own fruit and some purchased from neighbours on the northern side of the appellation. Yellow gold 
with a nose of plump white stone fruits, some grilled notes, semi-tropical, rich and creamy, with a contrasting hint of rhubarb and a 
leafy note, stony too, leading to a rich yet racy palate, really impressive and very refined, weighty with lovely citrus fruit behind, with 
a rich, creamy, leafy finish, which feels far above villages level. Drink 2023-2027

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Pucelle (Monopole)* 2019 6 per case £390

1.2 hectares, solely owned by the Chartron family since 1917, next to grand cru Bâtard Montrachet. Yellow gold with a seriously 
refined nose of white flowers, grilled with a touch of marzipan and white stone fruits, completely enveloping. On the palate, racy 
citrus notes on entry, lime and lime flower, creamed but not overt or effusive, elegantly restrained with a distant grilled note, big 
white stone fruits and white pear, going to a long, racy, ultra-refined finish. Drink 2023-2027+

 £ per case
 in bond
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To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999
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Domaine Chevrot
Having been hit hard by the frost in 2016, followed by rampant mildew, Pablo and Vincent Chevrot had 
to make the heart-breaking decision to abandon their organic status in order to save what was left of 
their crop; in 2019 they have proudly returned to full organic status with a bang. Their focus remains 
firmly in the vineyard, employing two horses to work the vines and focusing on green manures planted 
between the rows to manage the availability of water, both in times of drought or excess, and which 
turned out to be key in both the 2019 and 2020 vintages. They were hit by frost on 5th and 15th April, 
particularly on the lower slopes, losing around 40% of the crop owing to the frost and poor fruit set on 
the Chardonnay vines. Thanks to the ground water retention, the two summer heatwaves posed few 
problems and harvesting took place over a fortnight in September. This year they have decided, given 
the quality of the must and the availability of space in their newly expanded cellar, to leave the wines to 
age for up to 16 months (as opposed to 13 previously) in a combination of barrel and tank.

Hautes Côtes de Beaune Blanc 2019 12 per case £170

Pale with a deliciously alluring nose of white stone fruits, white flowers, very fresh and very Chevrot in style, with light marzipan 
notes behind. On the palate, sweet plump fruit initially then lovely lemony, citrus notes counterbalance the sweetness with zip. Fresh, 
vibrant, super-clean and super-fresh right to the end of the long finish, this will be delicious early on but will also keep well too. 
Really good. Drink 2021-2024

Maranges Blanc 2019 12 per case £215

Pale with a tighter nose of lime flower, green and white fruits and again a very distant grilled note, lightly spiced, very alluring yet not 
overt. The palate reflects the nose with, again, this precise, tight mineral fruit, lime flower, green-skinned fruits and citrus too really 
bright with a very fresh, vibrant finish. Delicious. Drink 2022-2025

Maranges Blanc 1er Cru La Fussière 2019 6 per case £175

Pale in colour again, and a clear step up with tighter, more precise creamed white stone fruits on the nose with green flowers and a 
hint of hazelnut, and a mineral, stony note too. More concentrated again on the palate, the trademark mineral note, with very tight 
citrus acidity, more than anticipated, with fresh white and green stone fruits behind. Very pure and intense, tight with a long, citrus-
infused finish. So precise. Drink 2022-2026+

Maranges Rouge sur Le Chêne 2019 12 per case £180

Vibrant red to the rim, not deep, with a nose of primary, black cherry fruit with a mineral note behind, leading to a palate of big, 
mouth-watering stony red and black fruit, spiced and rich, some distant vanilla notes, with substantial ripe tannins too, going to a 
long, fresh finish – so linear it scarcely feels like it is from a hot year! Drink 2022-2025

continued...

 £ per case
 in bond
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Santenay Rouge 1er Cru Clos Rousseau 2019 12 per case £235

Vibrant red black with a nose of fresh wet stone, black cherry, leafy black fruit with very distant spice behind but not overt or plump 
in any way. On the palate, deliciously fresh, racy black cherry fruit, plums too, very ripe but still not lush, some spice and with good 
ripe tannins, going to a long, alluring finish. Drink 2022-2026

Maranges Rouge 1er Cru La Fussière 2019 12 per case £235

Deeper red black with a more demonstrative nose of black cherry, red berry fruits, lightly creamy behind with some oriental spice 
too. On the palate, a big mouthful of sweet black fruit underscored with vibrant acidity and with a substantial tannic structure, 
supple and floral, mouth-watering and seriously promising for the future; spice, damson, griottes even, with a lightly grilled note too, 
not lush and with a long, sweetly structured finish. Drink 2023-2027

Maranges Rouge 1er Cru Le Croix Moines  2019 6 per case £180

Slightly deeper in colour, still vibrant and limpid, with a nose of sweet spiced black fruits, frangipane, grilled and creamed, plummy 
and really alluring despite its youth with more black fruit behind. On the palate, big red fruits in particular with a hint of orange zest, 
Christmas spice, followed by black fruits and a citrus touch, fresh with racy acidity, and very ripe tannins behind the vibrant fruit. 
Drink 2023-2027

Domaine Chevrot

photo credit: Thierry Gaudillère

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Fontaine Gagnard
In the early spring, when we were all locked down, Céline Fontaine was the source of most of my real 
intel on what was happening in France as our own press was scarcely reporting anything from overseas; 
the most poignant news was when her husband caught the dreaded virus and they discovered just 
how unpleasant it can be. Fontaine Gagnard were hit hard by the frost on 5th April, particularly in their 
Morgeot vineyard, whilst their grands crus were protected to a certain extent by anti-frost candles. 
Poor flowering inflicted more losses, as did the hot summer where the vines on the thin soils of the 
upper slopes suffered more visibly from the drought; Céline, pictured here with her father, estimates 
that they lost over 30% compared to their 2018 crop – and, indeed, the fruit was not easy to find come 
harvesting. Despite the small yield, they are very pleased with the quality of their 2019s which show 
immense balance and freshness along with layers of complex fruit which will give the wines the ability to 
age well.

Bourgogne Passetoutgrains 2019 12 per case £110

Vibrant black red, not deep, with a nose of lovely creamed red and black fruits, really alluringly juicy, with both the Pinot Noir and 
Gamay on show, so tempting and inviting. On the palate, more of the same with balancing racy acidity too, some grilled toasty notes, 
vibrant, fresh and juicy to the end with soft supple tannins; sappy and mouth-wateringly direct. Drink 2021-2025

Chassagne Montrachet 2019 12 per case £345

Golden with a nose of rich white stone fruits, creamed with a hint of vanilla, really attractive with some grilled, plump notes too. 
Wow! On the palate, racy white stone fruits, floral and leafy too, with sweet ripe fruits behind, layered with a lovely cool mineral 
touch and going to a long, creamed yet racy finish. Highly recommended. Drink 2021-2025+

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru La Boudriotte 2019 12 per case £440

On the southern central side of the village, a strip of vines running up the hill with red soils at the bottom (iron rich) and white soils 
at the top (limestone). Pale gold with a nose of tight, creamed white stone fruits, some floral and mineral notes, grilled and really 
alluring. On the palate, racy white stone fruits, white flowers, really vibrant and rich, such lovely contrasts, with a fresh leafy note 
going to a long, ripe yet mineral, mouth-watering citrus finish. Superb. Drink 2022-2028

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru La Grande Montagne 2019 12 per case £450

With its poor soils at the top of the Chassagne slopes, Grande Montagne felt this second year of drought keenly in terms of 
production. Pale with a green glint, more intense on the nose but still fresh and vibrant, leafy and floral too with a light grilled note 
leading to a vibrant, citrus-infused palate, lime and lime flower, racy and fresh with again this grilled note behind, layered, mineral and 
intense with a perfumed, lively finish. Really lovely wine. Drink 2022-2027+

continued...
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Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2019 6 per case £300

As ever, the first to be harvested on 10th September; on poor soil at the very top of the slope. Pale gold with a nose of more 
mineral, more restrained white stone fruits, some perfume and pain d’épice as well. On the palate, much less overt with tight, semi-
austere white fruits, notable acidity and a firm mineral streak, more challenging to taste, but with so much going on behind, and 
leading to a very long, restrained, racy finish. Drink 2023-2028+

Bâtard Montrachet Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £875

From a 40 ares plot (0.4 hectares). Very pale gold with a nose of really tight white stone fruits, racy, grilled, rich and intense; floral 
and marzipan, with yellow stone fruit too. On the palate, tight white fruits again, very austere with tight lemony acidity behind, 
rich too but you have to work it to get the reward, layered, with so much going on, and leading to a long, perfumed, spiced 
finish. Absolutely superb. Drink 2024-2029+

We were unable to taste the following wines but have a small allocation of each:

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru La Romanée* 2019 6 per case £310

Criots Bâtard Montrachet, Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £875

Le Montrachet, Grand Cru* 2019 1 per case £375

Domaine Baptiste Guyot
Baptiste Guyot took over the family vines in 2010 after years of neglect and partial sell-off, with the 
vines in poor condition and the winery very definitely from a previous era. Ten years on, the winery 
has been refurbished – whilst still retaining some suitably rustic parts – and the vineyards rehabilitated, 
replanted where necessary and, even more excitingly, more vineyards added to the portfolio from 
across the Côte de Beaune; some bought, some borrowed, some in métayage and ranging from villages to 
premiers crus. His holdings still only cover nine hectares including vines he manages but doesn’t own in 
Volnay and Pommard. For us, the Clos du Foulot remains his stand-out wine, from old vines inside what 
is essentially the walled garden, with its incredibly rich, spiced profile.

Beaune Blanc Clos du Foulot (Monopole)  2019 6 per case £95

Golden in colour with a nose of delicious vanilla-infused white stone fruit, crème anglaise, savoury with an orange zest, marmalade 
note, leading to an equally exciting palate of spicy white stone fruits, creamy and again a hint of orange zest, floral, rich and sweet 
with lovely balancing acidity behind. Toasty and rich with a satisfying finish. Drink 2021-2024

 £ per case
 in bond

 £ per case
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Domaine Patrick Javillier
‘… il n’est pas grand en volume … mais il est grand en qualité’ - small in volume, great in quality

For the second year in a row Marion Javillier has been confounded by the combination of a hot, sunny 
summer and fresh, vibrant wines. In common with most in the southern part of the region, the frost 
on 5th April took its toll on some of their parcels, and this, followed by cool, changeable weather during 
flowering and poor flower set combined with summer drought, has led to a significant reduction in 
volume across all their sites. Despite this, Marion is delighted with the quality of the wines, with each 
individual terroir clearly represented in each of the crus; often in hot years, the weather dominates the 
terroir, but in 2019 the terroir has won through.

Bourgogne Blanc Côte d’Or Cuvée Les Forgets 2019 12 per case £155

Pale gold with a heavenly nose of creamed, floral white fruits, white peach and pear, really alluring and ripe. On the palate, fresh, 
vibrant white stone fruits, a marzipan hint, ripe and full bodied with a fine zip of acidity behind and going to a long, sustained finish. 
Deceptively approachable now, this will age really well. Drink 2021-2025

Bourgogne Blanc Côte d’Or Cuvée Oligocène 2019 12 per case £205

Pale gold with a tighter, more restrained nose of white stone fruits, jellied fruits too, lightly grilled but very tight. On the palate, again 
restrained but with a greater depth and intensity, rich, almost caramelised without being sweet, saline with just a hint of grilled fruit 
behind, with fine, racy acidity and going to a long, complex finish. This needs a bit more time before it will really fly. Drink 2022-2026

Meursault Les Tillets 2019 12 per case £420

Pale gold with a very tight nose of white stone fruits, some floral notes, mineral but also a touch of honey, some spice too. On the 
palate, tight white fruits open into creamed, floral notes, with some citrus and zippy acidity too, layered with a hint of honeycomb 
and again a distant grilled note, rich but fresh and bright with a tight, racy finish, more mineral than plump. Drink 2023-2027

We were unable to taste the following wines but have a small allocation of each:

Meursault Tête de Murger 2019 6 per case £325

Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £580

 £ per case
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To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999
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Domaine Hubert Lamy
Olivier Lamy rarely sends samples of his young wines out before they are bottled, and then only when 
he will be behind a table pouring them so that he can explain the nuances. I will be making a beeline for 
France as soon as restrictions ease so that I can visit all our growers, and Olivier is at the top of my 
appointment list.

As for so many, 5th April was a dark day at Domaine Hubert Lamy, with a large number of buds 
destroyed by the frost; this was followed by drawn out flowering with imperfect fruit set and the hot, 
dry summer, all resulting in small, lightweight bunches with a low number of berries which have given 
an intensity of flavour to the wines. No new wood was used at all in 2019 – Olivier has been gradually 
reducing it, whilst increasing the size of his barrels to reduce the possibility of any wood flavours – and 
the wines will spend a total of two years in barrel before being bottled.

Because Olivier’s wines are so popular, we have included them in these pages but he has decided not to 
release his pricing until the new rules surrounding Brexit become clearer. Please register your interest 
with your salesperson, who will be in touch as soon as pricing is released.

 
Bourgogne Blanc Les Chataigners 2019 12 per case TBC

St Aubin 1er Cru Clos de Meix 2019 12 per case TBC

St Aubin 1er Cru En Remilly 2019 12 per case TBC

Puligny Montrachet Les Tremblots 2019 6 per case TBC

Chassagne Montrachet Le Concis du Champ 2019 6 per case TBC

 £ per case
 in bond

Please ask us for details of our stocks of older vintages of red and white Burgundy,
or visit the Fine Wine List page of our website at www.privatecellar.co.uk
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Domaine Matrot
Our annual visits to Matrot have been a highlight for years, with Thierry’s droll sense of humour and 
self-deprecation always lightening a chill winter’s day. Now that daughters Adèle and Elsa have taken over, 
the lack of self-importance has remained and they are refreshingly open about everything, techniques 
they have tested, what has worked, and what hasn’t, and particularly about how they are trying to 
improve their wines without changing the Domaine’s distinctive identity. As of last year, they lengthened 
the amount of time the wines spend on their lees before bottling, with both whites and reds only being 
bottled once they are ready and have settled naturally – no fining or filtration. The whites are precise 
yet purely fruited whilst the red wines from the Domaine have clearly moved up a notch, becoming 
more textured and powerful although, unsurprisingly, the girls take no credit for is, attributing it instead 
to the hot summers. These are definitely wines to watch in the future.

And the final word must go to Adèle, who, when announcing the birth of Elsa’s daughter mid-lockdown, 
said ‘the curse of the girls chez Matrot continues’ – with results as good as these, long may it continue!

Bourgogne Chardonnay (screwcap) 2019 12 per case £135

Pale gold with a nose of tight, creamed white stone fruits, leafy, fresh, really alluring with a hint of lime flower too, perfumed. The 
lime citrus note continues on to the palate, super-fresh with rich, plump white stone fruits behind, really alluring and enticing with a 
long, lively finish. Drink 2021-2025

St Romain 2019 12 per case £210

Pale gold with a green glint, less overt on the nose with a light greengage note, some citrus but much more restrained, with some 
distant white flowers too. On the palate, sweet, ripe white stone fruits, juicy, toasty and delicious, with a lovely racy acidity behind, 
green stone fruits too and a hint of angelica. Long, ripe and fresh on the finish. Drink 2021-2026

Meursault 2019 12 per case £360

Green gold, pale, with a nougat-infused nose, stony and mineral too, with some almost spicy perfume behind, really alluring but 
very tight. On the palate, fresh vibrant white stone fruit on entry, citrus – lemon – and creamy, with racy acidity and real plumpness 
behind, some nougat again, floral and lime notes. Really fabulous, this needs time but will be worth waiting for. Drink 2022-2027+

Meursault 1er Cru Blagny 2019 12 per case £500

Pale gold with a nose of golden stone fruits, some marzipan, intense and leafy too, with a very distant grilled note. On the palate, 
racy white stone fruits, lightly grilled, creamed lemons, floral (white jasmine) with a light spice note too, really rich and intense with a 
gorgeously long, mouth-watering finish. Drink 2023-2028

continued...
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Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chalumeaux  2019 12 per case £540

Pale gold with a green glint with tight white stone fruit on the nose, very lightly grilled, waxy with again a touch of angelica, floral 
and stony. On the palate, rich, creamed, intense white stone fruits, citrus and floral, elegant and waxy with a light spice and a distant 
saline and iodine note. Yum! Drink 2022-2027

Bourgogne Pinot Noir (screwcap) 2019 12 per case £140

Bright red black, not intense, with a deliciously sappy nose of juicy red fruits – redcurrant, strawberry – hugely alluring and vibrantly 
fresh. On the palate, more of the same, completely true to the nose! Supple fine tannins behind, just enough for structure, deliciously 
vibrant with a light hint of spice behind. Properly good Pinot Noir. Drink 2021-2024

Maranges Vieilles Vignes 2019 12 per case £165

Deeper red black to the rim with a nose of creamed black fruits, blackcurrant and black cherry too, some light spice, generally 
darker fruits than the Bourgogne Pinot Noir, with a hint of caramel. Succulent, mouth-watering fruit on the palate, creamed with a 
grilled note behind, structured with fine ripe tannins, sweet and with balancing acidity. A lovely wine with a long red fruit finish that 
makes you want to take another sip. Drink 2021-2026

Blagny 1er Cru la Pièce sous le Bois 2019 12 per case £400

Deeper colour again with a nose of blueberries and black cherry, blackberry too, dark and brooding with a leafy hint of freshness 
behind. Rich and intense on the palate, so very different to previous years, with the blueberry and black cherry following through, 
savoury with super-ripe tannins behind, nicely structured with perfumed spice notes and a long, racy finish. Deceptively tasty now, 
this will improve with time. Drink 2023-2028+

Volnay 1er Cru Les Santenots 2019 12 per case £425

Deeper red black again, more juvenile and more intense. Very tight fruit on the nose, some creamed black fruits but not giving much 
away; dark and mineral, almost savoury and feral too, creamed and spiced. Lovely intensity on the palate with creamed, velvety black 
fruits, and the feral note echoed, floral, spiced, rich and dense – there is so much going on here! Really long and spiced on the finish 
with only a hint of the tannins behind. Drink 2023-2028

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Michel Niellon

Based in a modern cellar on the outskirts of Chassagne Montrachet, Niellon’s 7.5 hectares of vines 
are scattered throughout the top premiers and grands crus of the appellation. Unsurprisingly, they were 
caught by the spring frosts to a varying degree, with their villages vineyards suffering the most. All 
sectors were caught out by the cold, unsettled weather at the time of flowering, with poor flower set in 
many plots, their potential yield further reduced by the hot summer and lack of rain. Despite all these 
factors, some vineyards managed to produce an average sized crop whilst others, such as premier cru 
Champgains were less generous. 

The Domaine is being run by Michel Coutoux, Michel Niellon’s son-in-law, and the next generation, 
Lucie Coutoux and cousin Mathieu Bresson, who will in due course be taking over full responsibility for 
the estate.

Chassagne Montrachet Rouge 2019 12 per case £210

From three parcels; Lucie Coutoux is looking to work their reds more in the Chambolle style of velvety power. Very pale limpid red 
with a nose of crunchy, red berry fruit, musky and perfumed, animal; on the palate, sweet red berry fruit, light yet supremely elegant, 
with racy red fruits, floral and bright, moderate tannins, ripe and spiced on the end. Really alluring, very nicely done.
Drink 2022-2026

Chassagne Montrachet 2019 12 per case £345

Blended from several plots from across the appellation, totalling around three hectares. Pale gold with a nose of very perfumed, 
floral white stone fruits, leafy and citrus-inflected, leading to a palate of deliciously racy white stone fruit, again some refreshing leafy 
notes and white flowers, spiced with a distant grilled note, rich and juicy yet super fresh with bright acidity behind. Superb.
Drink 2021-2026

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Maltroie 2019 6 per case £260

50-year-old vines planted over one hectare on heavy clay. Slightly deeper colour with a nose of fresh white fruits, again perfumed and 
floral, citrus with a distant hint of hazelnut, white spices too. On the palate, big, creamed citrus fruit, mineral, with noticeable grilled 
notes, floral and vibrant with good acidity behind going to a fresh, plump finish with lovely length and structure. Drink 2022-2028+

Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champgains 2019 6 per case £265

44 ares of vines, in two plots with more limestone in the soil. Bright, pale gold with a tight mineral nose with floral notes behind, 
beautifully fruited, elegant yet restrained. On the palate, dense white stone fruits, again perfumed and floral, intense and stylish, long 
and rich with a really racy, refined finish with grilled citrus on the end. Fabulous concentration. Drink 2022-2028+

continued...
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Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chaumées Clos de la Truffière 2019 6 per case £260

Half a hectare of old, east-facing vines, below a quarry making them very difficult to work. Deeper gold with a nose of rich, ripe 
stone fruit, some grilled notes and even a distant coffee, caramelised hint, really effusive, mineral and rich. Wow! On the palate, 
explosive rich white and green stone fruits with the grilled side completely in abeyance, racy citrus acidity behind, perfumed and 
intense, floral too, going to a really substantial, mineral, lime-inflected finish. Long. Drink 2022-2028

We were unable to taste the following wine but have a small allocation:

Chevalier Montrachet Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £1,250

Domaine Jean Vaudoisey

When we first visited Romain Poirrotte at his family property on a very dark, foggy December night, 
we felt we were in the depths of nowhere, on a precipitous hill and about to fall off the ends of the 
earth before finding sanctuary in the barrel cellar. Rather embarrassingly, the next day, with the fog 
gone, it turned out to be neither precipitous – there was a hill – nor the ends of the earth, such is the 
disorientation of fog, but the sanctuary of the cellar was remembered correctly. Romain and his brother 
Baptiste took over the family property from their grandfather only a few years ago at the tender ages of 
27 and 24, having helped in the vineyard and cellars growing up; neither imagined that they would return 
to live on the land but both are clearly revelling in the challenges and adventure. 

The 7.5 hectares of mostly old vines are predominantly in Pommard, Volnay and Meursault, with some 
generic Bourgogne appellations too. No chemicals have been used in the vineyards for over ten years 
and the brothers intend to keep it that way, working with minimal intervention in both the vines and 
cellar. New oak is capped at 25% on the premiers crus and less for the villages wines, and as a result the 
expression of the fruit is superlative. 

Pommard 2019 12 per case £265

Vibrant red black, limpid, with a nose of sweet black fruit, peppery, leafy red berries, really alluring, rich and creamed. On the palate, 
deliciously rich and ripe red and black fruits, sweet and floral again with substantial ripe tannins behind, elegant and pretty with a 
stony, mineral note and a fine, floral, supremely elegant finish. Real class. Drink 2023-2028

Unfortunately our delivery from Vaudoisey came a bit of a cropper, with only the Pommard villages surviving the journey – the wines 
below smelt amazing, but sadly we will not have notes until we can visit again.

Bourgogne Rouge 2019 12 per case £125

Volnay Villages 2019 12 per case £255

Volnay 1er Cru Mitans 2019 6 per case £170

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Parent

Visits to Domaine Parent require no small amount of time as Anne Parent has such an amazing range 
of different wines across her ten hectares of vines and it is worth tasting them all – the opportunity 
to taste nine different Pommards from the same hand is extraordinary, and the only way to really 
understand both the appellation and the Domaine. After some seriously bad experiences at the hands 
of couriers, customs and postal systems, it was all we could do to persuade Parent to send us any 
samples at all, so this year we will be contenting ourselves with just three wines (which arrived intact 
and without any undue attention from shippers or customs), but what fabulous wines they are. 

Frost and hail have been the nemesis of the Domaine in the twenty first century; Anne reckons that 
she has had only three normal crops in the past decade, and 2019 continued in the same vein with a 
40% reduction in yield thanks to the triumvirate of frost, poor flowering and drought. The plus point is 
that the hot weather resulted in less juice and greater concentration in the berries, concentrating both 
sugars and acidity, which has given wines of extraordinary freshness and focus. These are wines which, 
even at the lowest level, will give extreme pleasure and will evolve for many years to come.

Bourgogne Pinot Noir Côte d’Or 2019 12 per case £225

Pale ruby red with a nose of very ripe red and black fruit, some leafy notes and a distant lightly grilled perfume, leading to a palate 
of structured, complex fruit, much more than the nose implies, sweet with some notes of crème pâtissière with supple ripe tannins 
behind and going to a juicy, lightly grilled finish. Drink 2022-2025

Pommard La Croix Blanche 2019 12 per case £495

Limpid red black with a nose of sweet, creamed black fruits, lightly spiced, very floral and pretty, with a hint of mineral stone behind. 
Rich and floral on the palate, a light grilled note and a hint of crème pâtissière, spiced with really fine intensity which grows and builds; 
supple, ripe tannins are there but not massive, with lovely bright acidity behind going to a more structured, long finish. 
Drink 2022-2027

Pommard 1er Cru Les Epenots  2019 6 per case £485

Deeper in colour, on the black spectrum, with a gorgeous nose of floral red fruits, perfumed and mineral, black cherry and some 
plum too, really ripe with a hint of spice. Much more focused and intense on the palate, mineral, rich, layered with substantial tannins 
behind, but still supple, and again this floral spiced note. Really good wine with a lovely long finish. Drink 2023-2028

 £ per case
 in bond
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CÔTE DE NUITS

Domaine de l’Arlot

More and more we are hearing the top Burgundy Domaines discussing the roles of Pinot Noir and 
Chardonnay in the era of climate change and ever warmer summer temperatures, and many agree that 
2019 (and 2020) have been highly illustrating, proving that even with extreme heat and very little rain 
both varieties can perform well, or even superbly, without a drop off in quality, maintaining both fruit 
and acidity in the final wine. At Domaine de l’Arlot, they are working on ways to mitigate the changes 
without compromising on quality and are saying ‘watch this space’ for new developments.

2019 was a challenging vintage for Arlot, with some significant losses in the white vineyards and in Vosne 
Romanée Les Suchots where they lost around 50% of the crop; the average yield for the Domaine 
was just 23 hectolitres per hectare, considerably lower than the norm. The usual culprits were to 
blame: frost, bad weather at flowering and drought. Géraldine Godot is, however, very pleased with the 
resulting wines and calls it ‘another great vintage from a year ending in 9’.

Côtes de Nuits Villages Blanc, Au Leurey* 2019 6 per case £125

Very pale gold, with a fabulous nose of white stone fruit and a hint of grapefruit, zesty citrus, with a distant perfumed, grilled note 
too, leafy and really fresh. Big white stone fruits are supple and sweet on the palate, precise and really nicely done with good acidity, 
lovely balance and incredibly attractive already. Superb. Drink 2021-2024+

Nuits St Georges Blanc, 1er Cru Clos de l’Arlot (Monopole)* 2019 6 per case £380

Pale gold with a nose of green and white stone fruit, perfumed, mineral, a hint of flint, very tight, but much more open on the palate: 
sweet, perfumed and with some exotic spice notes, rich and layered, honeysuckle, nougat too, ripe with racy acidity behind with a 
rich, long finish. Deceptively approachable now but will be so much better in a few years. Truly stunning. Drink 2023-2027

Côte de Nuits Villages Clos du Chapeau 2019 6 per case £145

Deep red black with sweet black fruit on the nose, juicy black cherry, loganberry and raspberry, leafy too, leading to a similar 
palate, sweet and ripe, more primary with rich red and black fruits, ripe mid-weight tannins behind and almost jammy with a hint of 
Christmas spice, leading to a juicy, ripe, red fruit finish. Drink 2022-2026

Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Mont des Oiseaux 2019 6 per case £265

On the upper slope at the southern end of the Clos de l’Arlot, still not deemed ready to be included in the grand vin 22 years after 
planting; Géraldine says its time will come. Red black to the rim with a nose of sappy black and red fruits, very Pinot, nicely tart with 
creamed red berries behind, tarry fruit. On the palate, rich red and black fruits, really alluring, a big step up from Clos du Chapeau, 
racy with ripe tannins behind, supple, juvenile and deliciously alluring with a spiced, tarry, long finish. Drink 2023-2027+

 £ per case
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Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Clos des Forêts bottles 2019 6 per case £350
St Georges (Monopole) magnums  3 per case £365

Deeply coloured right to the rim with a nose of intense spiced, perfumed red and black fruits, creamed too, layered with a distant 
tarry note, very fresh. The nose is echoed on the palate with dense black fruits behind, big tannins, ripe but very present, supple, 
with marked acidity, tactile, spiced, tarry, perfumed, rich and frankly: wow! Incredible intensity, superb wine. Drink 2024-2029

Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Clos de l’Arlot (Monopole)* 2019 6 per case £380

Deep red black with ripe red fruits on the nose, brambly and perfumed, very primary and alluring. On the palate, brambly again with 
a fresh leafy note, very pure fruit, mineral and spiced, with firm, smooth, super-ripe tannins, beautifully textured and elegant and 
going to an incredibly long, rich finish; deceptively supple but with the real ability to age in bottle. Stunning. Drink 2025-2030+

Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots 2019 6 per case £565

Deep intense red black to the rim with a nose of lovely spiced red and black fruits, loganberry – crisp rather than sweet fruit – with 
lightly cooked redcurrant too. On the palate, sweet, vibrant, fresh red fruits, spiced and perfumed, rich, intense, layered, velvety, very 
different to the Nuits wines, mineral and almost chalky too with a lovely leafy freshness with masked, ripe tannins behind. So elegant. 
Drink 2025-2030

Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £1,950

Intense red black to the rim, vibrant and almost opaque, with a nose of glorious savoury red and black fruits, more on the black fruit 
spectrum, perfumed, floral, blackcurrant and almost minty and seriously rich. On the palate, beautiful rich black fruit, some floral and 
grilled notes with big ripe tannins behind and fresh acidity, with notes of savoury leather and grilled new wood going to a fabulous, 
long, mouth-watering finish. What a step up from the others, this really shows its grand cru credentials. Drink 2026-2034+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Lucien Boillot
The Boillot name appears in many forms in both the Côte de Beaune and the Côte de Nuits; the family 
history is complicated but at least friendly, which is not always the case in Burgundy. Pierre Boillot 
inherited his Gevrey vineyards from his father’s side of the family – Domaine Lucien Boillot – and his 
Volnay, Pommard and Puligny vineyards from his grandfather, Henri Boillot. He worked with his cousin 
Jean-Marc Boillot on his eponymous domaine until he broke away in 2003 to reinvigorate the Domaine 
Lucien Boillot name. He has just over seven hectares of vines, the majority in and around Gevrey. His 
style is one of restrained understatement, where the fruit and the terroir take the starring roles rather 
than the winemaking, and he aims to intervene as little as possible in both the vineyard and cellar. His 
reds receive no more than 30% new wood for ageing, and they are neither fined nor filtered before 
bottling to ensure the maximum expression of the wine. Never flashy, these are wines which are 
reticent in youth but develop beautifully into real classics. 

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Perrières  2019 6 per case £355

0.23 hectares planted in 1965; aged in 20% new wood for 12 months. Pale gold with a green glint, with white stone fruit on the nose, 
not effusive but with some spice and white flowers, leading to a completely contrasting palate of big creamy white stone fruits, much 
more overt, with hints of apricot and white flowers, notable acidity with grilled spices behind and going to a long, ripe, floral finish. 
Lovely wine! Drink 2022-2025

Volnay 2019 12 per case £350

0.44 hectares planted in 1958. Deep dense purple black right to the rim with a nose of gorgeous black fruits – black cherry, ripe 
loganberry – really tasty and primary and so alluring.  More of the same on the palate with substantial tannins behind, ripely 
structured, with oodles of juicy fruit, a grilled, spiced note, then a hint of orange zest too going to a long, creamy rich and ripe finish. 
Delicious. Drink 2023-2027

Gevrey Chambertin 2019 12 per case £395

2.3 hectares split across 12 parcels; the majority planted in 1957. Deep red black to the rim, with a nose of cooked red and black 
fruits, some spice and again a note of orange essential oil and creamed blackcurrants. On the palate, creamed, leafy black fruits, 
spiced and perfumed, rich and intense, really ripe and sweet with firm tannins behind. Good wine. Drink 2023-2027

Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Angles 2019 12 per case £510

0.54 hectares, planted in 1961. Vibrant black to the rim with a nose of mineral black fruits, some juicy notes but generally more 
restrained, floral with dark fruits – black cherry, blackcurrant almost. On the palate, more blackcurrant fruit, rich, layered, grilled and 
toasty, really alluring but needs a bit of time to round the plentiful ripe tannins and going to a grilled, perfumed, intense finish.
Drink 2024-2029

 £ per case
 in bond
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Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Les Corbeaux 2019 12 per case £585

0.43 hectares next to grand cru Mazis Chambertin, planted in 1960. Vibrant red-black right to the rim with a nose of perfumed, 
spiced black fruits, very intense and brooding, savoury and tight. Big structured black fruits on the palate are supported by ripe but 
marked tannins, less generous than the other wines at this stage and clearly needs much more time, spiced and perfumed, intense 
with a hint of cinnamon and going to a long, spiced finish. Superb. Drink 2024-2029+

We were unable to taste the following wines but have a small allocation:

Pinot Beurot 2019 6 per case £105

Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets 2019 12 per case £595

 £ per case
 in bond

Please ask us for details of our stocks of older vintages of red and white Burgundy,
or visit the Fine Wine List page of our website at www.privatecellar.co.uk
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Domaine Faiveley

Faiveley’s winemaker, Jérôme Flous, is from Bordeaux which allows him to stand back and view the 
vintage more objectively, perhaps, than someone who grew up in Burgundy. His summaries of the year 
are always very to the point and he never pulls any punches – in difficult vintages, he spells out what 
was difficult and what they have done to counteract it, which gives us a really good base from which to 
scrutinise the wines. When talking about the 2019 vintage, his frankness came to the fore again when 
he said that he was disappointed with his whites at the beginning as they just weren’t exciting and didn’t 
seem to have any character. As the months have gone on, however they have grown and evolved, putting 
on weight and he now says that actually it is a very good year indeed for the whites and, based on what 
we have tasted, we certainly don’t disagree. The reds have shown well from the very beginning, and in 
order to maximise their freshness and ripe fruit Jérôme reduced the amount of time spent on the skins 
after fermentation. Overall, what has pleased him more than the individual wines is the way the plants 
have reacted to this third record-breaking summer in a row giving him optimism that, even with climate 
change, Burgundy will be able to continue to produce legendary Pinot Noir and Chardonnay.

Mercurey Clos Rochette (Monopole) 2019 12 per case £185

Pale gold with a lovely citrus-infused nose, sherbety with leafy white fruit, white pear too and some distant hazelnut, very alluring, 
going to a palate of supple white stone fruit, citrus again, leafy and fresh with a hint of spice, almost nutmeg, with light acidity. 
Eminently drinkable already with a refreshing, long finish. Drink 2021-2024+

Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Champ Gain 2019 6 per case £340

From just over a hectare of vines between Garenne and Folatières, purchased in 2014. Pale gold with a heavenly grown-up white 
burgundy nose, rich with creamed citrus fruit, lightly spiced with a light grilled note behind, really pure with a hint of white flowers 
too. On the palate, the vibrant white stone fruit is leafy and fresh, lighter initially than the nose implies and then it grows and 
develops, mineral and racy, very citrusy and floral with fine racy acidity behind, layered and subtle. Drink 2022-2027

Mercurey La Framboisière (Monopole) 2019 12 per case £215

Vibrant limpid red black, not deep, with a nose of juicy black fruits, leafy and tarry with a sweet grilled, toasty note behind. On the 
palate, the sweet creamy red and black fruits are juicy and jammy too, with racy acidity and supple tannins, nicely done and going to 
a fresh, vibrant finish. Drink 2022-2026

Corton Clos des Cortons Faiveley Grand Cru (Monopole) 2019 6 per case £895

A three hectare monopole, and one of only two vineyards permitted to carry the grower’s name as part of the appellation; the 
other is Romanée-Conti. Picked on two separate days, four days apart, with the resulting wines blended before going into barrel 
– normally blending would happen after barrel ageing.  Deep red black, vibrant to the rim, limpid with a nose of gorgeously rich 
berry fruit, creamed black cherries, a very light toasty note, perfumed with spice behind leading to a more grilled palate, overt with 
supple black fruits, red cherries, ripe and plump with spice behind, very primary and rich and layered with lots of supple ripe tannins 
behind. This will repay keeping! Drink 2024-2029+
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Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Les Damodes 2019 6 per case £330

On the Vosne Romanée side of Nuits, bordering Vosne premier cru Malconsorts, at 300m which gives freshness in a hot vintage 
like 2019. More purple black still, limpid with a nose of darker fruits, mineral and slightly stony, very tight but with a perfumed dark 
flower note behind leading to a palate focused very much on black fruit, rich and structured, a very different sort of fruit from 
Corton, really dense yet floral too, stony, perfumed and spiced. Long, rich and very slightly brooding on the finish with substantial 
tannins and acidity. Drink 2024-2029+

Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Les Cazetiers 2019 6 per case £475

Faiveley’s first acquisition in Gevrey, and they now own nearly half the appellation. Erwan Faiveley says this year’s Cazetiers is 
‘exceptional’, but it is his favourite wine! Vibrant red black to the rim with a nose of gorgeous black fruit with toasty new oak 
on top; very grilled and savoury, hugely alluring if not subtle at this stage, perfumed and structured behind. Less toasty and more 
structured on the palate with cool black and red fruits, big ripe tannins, perfumed with oriental spice and a floral hint, musky going 
to a spiced finish. A really big wine with so much going on and which will need time to come round fully; this is all about power 
whilst the Nuits is all about elegance.  Drink 2024-2030

Echézeaux En Orveaux Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £950

Vibrant red black, slightly deeper with a fabulous nose of creamed red and black fruits, some spice, perfumed, a grilled note behind, 
lightly savoury, really complex and pure with a leafy freshness. After such a glorious nose, the palate doesn’t disappoint, rich and 
creamed with substantial supple, ripe tannins behind, gorgeously layered and concentrated yet deceptively supple too. Rich and long 
on the finish, this is a really good wine. Drink 2025-2035

Mazis Chambertin Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £1,250

From four plots in the appellation, split between Haut and Bas; this is their biggest grand cru holding with a very iron rich soil which 
Jérôme describes as giving blood-like ferrous richness to the wines. Vibrant, limpid red black with a nose of rich, grilled red fruits, 
a light vanilla note, savoury and ripe, spiced and rich, creamed and headily floral with a very distant feral hint. On the palate, sweet 
black fruits, not overt, with brooding dark fruit behind the pretty floral notes, the tannins are very ripe and well structured, with 
again a savoury feral hint, spiced and mineral, with a feminine elegance, going to a long, toasty, concentrated finish.
Drink 2025-2032+

We were unable to taste the following wines but have a small allocation:

Bâtard Montrachet Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £1,600

Chambertin Clos de Bèze Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £1,600

 £ per case
 in bond

* Wines marked with an asterisk will be subject to allocation to customers
buying across the quality range.
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Domaine Bertrand Machard de Gramont
Since Axelle Machard de Gramont joined her father, Bertrand, on the family estate some 15 years ago, 
the capricious weather gods have scarcely let up their assault on Burgundy; even in 2018, when most 
people had a bumper vintage, some of the Machard de Gramont vineyards were decimated by two 
unseasonal hailstorms in July, leaving their tiny seven hectare domaine with an even smaller yield than 
normal – it is a tough life when your year’s work can be wiped out in just one day. 2019 was kinder but, 
in common with the rest of the Côte d’Or, the triple assault of frost, poor weather at flowering and 
heat combined to keep their yields low once again, but without compromising their quality in any way. 
Each year the Machard de Gramont wines have grown in intensity and purity, reflecting their journey 
towards organic certification and now towards biodynamic production, along with making changes in 
their vineyards like reducing summer pruning and leaving the vines perhaps a little less tidy but with the 
plants better balanced – as well as providing protection from sun and hail.

Bourgogne Rouge Les Grands Chaillots (from the Nuits commune) 2019 12 per case £200

Vibrant limpid red with a nose of sweet red berry fruit, fresh and vibrant, very Machard in style, with a light grilled crème pâtissière 
note too. On the palate, light, fresh red berry fruit, supple tannins and then the fruit comes through with some acidity, growing in 
complexity and developing towards the end. Deliciously supple and fresh, the long finish just keeps going. Drink 2021-2024

Nuits St Georges Les Vallerots 2019 12 per case £395

At the top of the hill, above premier cru Vaucrains and usually the last to be picked. Red black with a nose of sweet perfumed fruit, 
mineral and almost crunchy, very tight and leafy. On the palate, rich sweet black fruit, more effusive than the nose, fresh and vibrant, 
grilled and perfumed, spiced too with very supple tannins behind, some black cherry and spice, a wine that builds on the palate to a 
really long, developing finish. Lovely wine. Drink 2023-2028+

Nuits St Georges Les Haut Pruliers 2019 12 per case £435

50 year old vines by premier cru Les Pruliers. Much bigger, deeper colour with a really substantial nose of black stone fruits, some 
spice and almost tarry notes, perfumed and mineral too. On the palate, big black fruits on entry, a whole step up from the Vallerots, 
with creamed blackcurrant, spiced and intense, tarry and concentrated. Rich and extremely good. Drink 2024-2029+

Vosne Romanée 2019 12 per case £435

Vibrant purple red with a nose of sweet black fruits, more intense with dusty black skins – blackcurrant – and perfumed too, very 
primary. On the palate, sweet blackcurrant fruit with ripe, supple tannins behind, rich with gorgeously perfumed fruit, spiced with a 
wonderful freshness and going to a really long, floral finish. Drink 2022-2027

Vosne Romanée Les Barreaux* 2019 12 per case £550

The newest addition to the Machard fold, at the top of the slope and next to premier cru Cros Parentoux. Deeper vibrant red black 
to the rim with a nose of more intense dark fruits, quite restrained, but then the perfume slowly emerges, mineral too. On the 
palate, perfumed, almost floral with fresh red and black fruit, tannins completely masked by the sweet fruit with a light grilled note, 
really alluring, but tight and fresh too, long and ripe. Drink 2023-2028

 £ per case
 in bond
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Domaine Poisot
When you have only a couple of hectares of vines, as Rémi Poisot does, you count your production 
by the number of barrels for each wine in the cellar – precious few, even in a generous vintage, which 
means that it just isn’t feasible to send out dozens of samples and keep the barrels topped up to the 
required level. In 2019 Rémi got around this by sending very small plastic vials of each of his wines – 
very unromantic but utterly practical and with absolutely no falling off in quality. A real triumph.

2019 saw various challenges in the vineyard for Domaine Poisot, with the Pernand vineyards losing 
nearly 50% of their yield to a combination of millerandage from poor flower set (small berries which 
never ripen to full size) and the lack of water. As if that wasn’t enough, he had a visitation of grapevine 
moth whose caterpillars have a particular penchant for feeding on the young flowers and developing 
fruit, wreaking further damage before he could get them under control. Despite all of these trials and 
tribulations, Rémi’s wines are truly fabulous, and his Romanée St Vivant is as silky and poised as ever, a 
real class act.

Pernand Vergelesses Blanc* 2019 6 per case £160

0.2 hectares in the Caradeux vineyard (but without the right to use the name on white wines) and east facing, perfect in a hot year. 
Deep gold with a nose of rich marzipan fruit, some orange blossom, lightly spiced too. Rich, dense and almost honeyed on the palate, 
but not over ripe, with fresh, racy acidity and, again, a floral hint – orange blossom and white flowers – long and grilled, spiced and 
truly luscious with a lovely mineral streak behind. Drink 2021-2025+

Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru* bottles 2019 6 per case £495
 magnums  3 per case £510

0.57 hectares, 40% new wood. Bright gold with a stunning nose of marzipan, spiced white fruits, floral, rich, really effusive, some 
crème pâtissière and grilled new wood too, spiced, smoky and flinty. On the palate, floral notes have a distant citrus touch – lime fruit, 
lime flower – ripe and lively, really layered and rich, very intense, going to a juicy and fresh finish, long and creamed yet racy. Such a 
good wine. Drink 2023-2028+

Pernand Vergelesses 1er Cru en Caradeux* bottles 2019 12 per case £355
 magnums  6 per case £380

Vibrant red to the rim, intense but not opaque with a nose of lightly soured black cherry and red fruits, savoury with a light feral 
touch, mineral and stony too. On the palate, intense, spiced black fruits, almost mint and cassis, Christmas spice, some orange peel, 
smooth and incredibly layered. Long and rich, cool and poised. Drink 2023-2027+

Corton Bressandes Grand Cru* bottles 2019 6 per case £370
 magnums  3 per case £385

Deep red with rich velvety black fruits on the nose, again a feral animal hint, very savoury and mineral, warm black fruits yet 
correspondingly fresh, plummy with a hint of damson. On the palate, gorgeous plump black fruits, broad, with a leafy freshness, 
layered with a hint of spice behind but so subtle, the substantial ripe tannins with spice coming through on the long, rich, smooth 
finish, inflected with dark chocolate and black cherry. What a wine! Drink 2024-2030

 £ per case
 in bond
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Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru* bottles 2019 6 per case £1,350
 magnums  3 per case £1,350

Dense purple black with a wildly perfumed nose of gorgeous red and black fruits, red flowers too, spiced and feral, sweet and rich. 
On the palate, big, smooth black and red fruit, super spiced, leafy too, really fresh before the power comes in from behind, with 
substantial supple tannins, lots of them, rich and intense, very smooth, going to a big, feral, red and blackcurrant fruited finish, long, 
grilled and immensely satisfying. Just wow! Drink 2025-2035+

Domaine Rossignol-Trapet
The Rossignol brothers were amongst the first to go fully biodynamic in Burgundy, not long after their 
cousin, Jean-Louis Trapet, took the same decision, but it was some time before it became public as they 
don’t believe in making a song and dance of these things – or of anything, in fact. Nicolas and David are 
rather like their wines, with a quiet intensity, not showy, just very well judged. 2019 was relatively kind 
to Rossignol Trapet; they narrowly escaped damage in the April frost, and the cool, changeable weather 
during flowering led to a late fruit set. The vines, many quite old, tolerated the heat well and didn’t 
suffer too badly, preserving freshness in the fruit, and the harvest started on 19th September – relatively 
late compared to other domaines, and compared to other recent years (in 2018 they began on 4th 
September, and in 2020 as early as the end of August). Once again, most wines had some whole bunches 
included in the fermenting vats.

Gevrey Chambertin Vieilles Vignes bottles 2019 12 per case £330
 magnums  6 per case £370

From three plots across the commune with differing elevations and soils. Deep red black with a nose of sweet, briary black fruits, 
some perfume and grilled notes too, really alluring yet restrained. Plentiful spicy red and black fruits on the palate, sweet and tight, 
mid-weight with earthy, brambly fruit behind, ripe tannins and hint of spice, going to a long, fruited (blueberries, black cherries) finish. 
Drink 2024-2027

Beaune 1er Cru Teurons 2019 6 per case £195

Next to Les Cras and under a cliff with a stony soil which keeps the warmth in overnight. Deep red black with a nose of savoury 
black fruits, sappy and fresh but with a spiced note behind, some earthy notes too. On the palate, juicy sweet black fruits, very 
primary with nicely crunchy fruit, spiced and warm with a leafy hint, going to a sweet, black-fruited finish with a big structure and 
which grows and plumps out on the finish. Drink 2024-2028

Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Prieur 2019 6 per case £370

Just below grand cru Mazis Chambertin. Deep red black with a nose of crushed red berries, a hint of orange oil, sweet and almost 
jammy with some earthy notes behind; very alluring. On the palate, soft, supple, sweet black fruits, again juicy but with substantial 
ripe tannins behind, and a mineral, stony note with dark chocolate and floral perfume, some spice too. Long, rich and intense on the 
textured finish. Drink 2024-2030

 £ per case
 in bond

 £ per case
 in bond
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Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Petite Chapelle 2019 6 per case £380

Lying just beneath grand cru Chapelle Chambertin, on a dense clay soil. Deep red black to the rim, with a nose of tight red fruits, not 
effusive, some black fruit too with vanilla and distant perfume, leading to a palate of soft, sweet black and red fruits, lots of them, 
with fine ripe tannins behind, floral and really perfumed again, nicely structured and very well done with crunchy red fruits on the 
lovely long finish. Delicious spice and freshness. Drink 2024-2028+

Latricières Chambertin Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £630

Right at the top of the slope, under the woods, and usually one of the last to be harvested. Deep red black to the rim, very intense, 
with a nose of sweetly perfumed red and black fruits, some charred and grilled notes but creamed too, with a touch of orange zest; 
alluring yet brooding. Sweet black fruits on the palate, rich with hints of Indian tea, floral notes really marked and again orange oil, 
with very substantial, supple, ripe tannins, beautifully integrated with the fruit, and going to a long, intense, structured finish.
Drink 2025-2034

Chapelle Chambertin Grand Cru* 2019 6 per case £640

Very old vines with incredibly poor, thin soil. Deep red black, limpid and vibrant, with a nose of sweet, creamed black and red fruits, 
toasty coffee, spiced and really alluring with a mineral, stony note too. Really intense on the palate with sweet black and red fruits 
on entry, supple tannins behind and very soft and plump fruit which lulls you into wanting to drink it already, but then the substantial 
structure comes through with good acidity and fine racy fruit going to a long, intense finish. Drink 2025-2035+

Le Chambertin Grand Cru* bottles 2019 6 per case £1,100
 magnums  3 per case £1,100

From two parcels, right in the middle of the appellation. Deep, dense red black to the rim, limpid. Stony, mineral black fruit on the 
nose, some floral and perfumed notes too, really intense yet restrained. The palate opens with big creamed black fruit, spiced and 
perfumed, mineral (wet stone after rain) with substantial ripe tannins behind, floral, and going to a long, rich, evolving finish. This will 
need quite a bit of time to reach its full potential. Drink 2026-2037+

 £ per case
 in bond

To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999
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Domaine Truchetet

The past couple of years have seen lots of changes chez Truchetet, with Morgan and Julie finally taking 
over from their father in January 2019 after several years of working alongside him. They immediately 
began working the vineyards organically with a view to certification in 2023, including the usual 
green manures and avoidance of any chemicals, but they have also, in some of their Nuits St Georges’ 
vineyards, raised the vine trellising to give a higher canopy. This has the advantage of better balance 
between leaf and fruit, providing shade and hail protection as necessary, but with the consequence that 
the tractors which ride over the vines to work the soil can no longer do so, which has meant they have 
had to employ some working horses to plough. 

In terms of weather, the April frosts left the Truchetet vineyards largely unscathed because their vines 
were slower to bud than elsewhere and therefore less vulnerable, and, for the first time in several years, 
there was no mid-summer hail in Premeaux. The heat and drought, however, resulted in a near 50% 
drop in production for their vines, many of which are very old, as the berries were unable to swell even 
with the small amount of rain which fell in August. Although yields were impacted, quality was not, as 
the resulting berries had very little juice and were therefore very concentrated.

Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits Blanc La Montagne 2019 12 per case £210

Pale with a very complete nose of deep white stone fruits, a grilled note behind, fresh and bright, leading to a palate of deliciously 
fresh citrus notes, some sherbet, then white stone fruits follow through with a lovely citrus zip, some lime flower, a nice balance 
between weight and acidity, really fresh and alluring. Long and zingy on the finish. Drink 2021-2024

Coteaux Bourguignons Cuvée Hugo 2019 12 per case £135

Pale vibrant, limpid red with a deliciously alluring nose of brambly red fruits, a light hint of raspberry, very fresh and juicy. On the 
palate, light on entry then delicious juicy red berry fruit, raspberry and a light touch of blackcurrant leafiness too, very soft and 
supple tannins with a fresh finish, make this hugely drinkable already. Don’t keep it – seize the moment! Drink 2021-2023

Bourgogne Vieilles Vignes Les Chaillots 2019 12 per case £170

The vines here are 60 years old, from two plots, one on clay and the other on flint. Deeper red with a creamed red berry fruit nose, 
lightly grilled, with fresh fruit behind. Similarly fruited on the palate, with red and black berries and a distant grilled note with plenty 
of supple tannins and a lovely zip of fresh acidity, tight at this stage, but with delicious Pinot fruit behind. Drink 2022-2024

Hautes Côtes de Nuits La Montagne 2019 12 per case £205

Deep red with a nose of lovely mineral black and red fruits, some stony notes too, more black than red fruit. On the palate, intense 
black fruit, again a mineral touch, with fine supple tannins behind, soft and creamed fruits, floral too, with a light grilled note behind. 
Tasty and toasty, with lovely length, and it keeps growing on the finish. Drink 2021-2025+

 £ per case
 in bond
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Côtes de Nuits Villages 2019 12 per case £255

Slightly less intense in colour, with a nose of tight red fruits, some leafy notes, lightly stony too with cooked red berries behind (but 
not jammy) and good density. Rich and intense on the palate with fine racy red berry fruit, very serious considering its lowly title, 
some grilled notes and with a really delicious floral touch to the red berries, lightly mineral too, not as marked as the nose implies, 
with supple, unobtrusive tannins behind and going to a lovely perfumed finish. Good wine. Drink 2021-2025+

Nuits St Georges Vieilles Vignes 2019 12 per case £450

Deeper in colour with a nose of gloriously sweet, intense, briary black and red fruits, really alluring but tight at the same time, 
some grilled and floral notes – violet – with some spice too. Rich and intense on the palate, sweet without being confected, with 
substantial ripe tannins behind, a lightly grilled touch, truly delicious with gloriously floral richness, elegance and depth. Superb. 
Drink 2023-2028

 £ per case
 in bond

To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
(see page 6) or call us on 01353 721 999
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Index: Let us heLp you fInd what you’re LookIng for...
For more guidance and assistance, please do not hesitate to call your salesperson using the details found throughout the offer or 
simply dial 01353 721 999.

Chablis

 Chablis Villages, Lamblin et Fils £115 W 12 8
 Petit Chablis, Samuel Billaud £125 W 12 7
 Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaumes, Lamblin et Fils £195 W 12 8
 Chablis 1er Cru Vaillons, Lamblin et Fils £215 W 12 8
 Chablis 1er Cru Fourneaux, Samuel Billaud £250 W 12 7
 Chablis 1er Cru Montmains, Samuel Billaud £250 W 12 7
 Chablis 1er Cru Séchet Vieilles Vignes, Samuel Billaud £300 W 12 7
 Chablis Grand Cru Vaudésir, Lamblin et Fils  £385 W 12 8
 Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos, Lamblin et Fils £390 W 12 8

bourgogne, les Côtes & les hautes Côtes White

 Bourgogne Blanc Cuvée Eugénie Dupard, Dom. Jean Chartron £130 W 12 12
 Bourgogne Chardonnay (screwcap), Dom. Matrot £135 W 12 19
 Bourgogne Blanc Côte d’Or Cuvée Les Forgets, Dom. Patrick Javillier £155 W 12 17
 Bourgogne Blanc Côte d’Or Cuvée Oligocène, Dom. Patrick Javillier £205 W 12 17
 Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits Blanc La Montagne, Dom. Truchetet £210 W 12 34
 Bourgogne Blanc Les Chataigners, Dom. Hubert Lamy TBC W 12 18
    
 Hautes Côtes de Beaune Blanc, Dom. Chevrot £170 W 12 13
    
 Côtes de Nuits Villages Blanc, Au Leurey, Dom. de l’Arlot * £125 W 6 24

 Pinot Beurot, Dom. Lucien Boillot £105 W 6 27

Bourgogne, Les Côtes & Les hautes Côtes red

 Bourgogne Passetoutgrains, Dom. Fontaine Gagnard £110 R 12 15
 Bourgogne Rouge, Dom. Jean Vaudoisey £125 R 12 22
 Coteaux Bourguignons Cuvée Hugo, Dom. Truchetet £135 R 12 34
 Bourgogne Pinot Noir (screwcap), Dom. Matrot £140 R 12 20
 Bourgogne Vieilles Vignes Les Chaillots, Dom. Truchetet £170 R 12 34
 Bourgogne Rouge Les Grands Chaillots, Dom. Bertrand Machard de Gramont £200 R 12 30
 Bourgogne Pinot Noir Côte d’Or, Dom. Parent £225 R 12 23

 Hautes Côtes de Nuits La Montagne, Dom. Truchetet £205 R 12 34
    
 Côtes de Nuits Villages, Dom. Truchetet £255 R 12 35
 Côte de Nuits Villages Clos du Chapeau, Dom. de l’Arlot £145 R 6 24

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
 case  / case 
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Côte Chalonnaise & MâConnais White

 Mercurey Clos Rochette (Monopole), Dom. Faiveley £185 W 12 28

 Montagny 1er Cru Les Bassets, Château de Buxy £210 W 12 9

 Pouilly Fuissé Vieilles Vignes, Meurgey-Croses £195 W 12 11
 Pouilly Fuissé Tête de Cuvée, Château Fuissé  £210 W 12 10
 Pouilly Fuissé Les Brûlés, Château Fuissé £370 W 12 10
 Pouilly Fuissé Le Clos, Château Fuissé * £220 W 6 10

 Pouilly Vinzelles Les Quarts, Château de Buxy £195 W 12 9

 St Véran, Meurgey-Croses £140 W 12 11
 St Véran, Château Fuissé  £145 W 12 10

Côte Chalonnaise & MâConnais red

 Mercurey La Framboisière (Monopole), Dom. Faiveley £215 R 12 28

Côte de beaune White

 Bâtard Montrachet Grand Cru, Dom. Fontaine Gagnard * £875 W 6 16
 Bâtard Montrachet Grand Cru, Dom. Faiveley * £1,600 W 6 29
 
 Beaune Blanc Clos du Foulot (Monopole), Dom. Baptiste Guyot £95 W 6 16

 Chassagne Montrachet, Dom. Fontaine Gagnard £345 W 12 15
 Chassagne Montrachet, Dom. Michel Niellon £345 W 12 21
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru La Boudriotte, Dom. Fontaine Gagnard £440 W 12 15
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru La Grande Montagne, Dom. Fontaine Gagnard £450 W 12 15
 Chassagne Montrachet, Dom. Jean Chartron £450 W 12 12
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Maltroie, Dom. Michel Niellon £260 W 6 21
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chaumées Clos de la Truffière, Dom. Michel Niellon £260 W 6 22
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Champgains, Dom. Michel Niellon £265 W 6 21
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru Les Caillerets, Dom. Fontaine Gagnard £300 W 6 16
 Chassagne Montrachet 1er Cru La Romanée, Dom. Fontaine Gagnard * £310 W 6 16
 Chassagne Montrachet Le Concis du Champ, Dom. Hubert Lamy TBC W 6 18

 Chevalier Montrachet Grand Cru, Dom. Michel Niellon * £1,250 W 6 22

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
 case  / case 
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 Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru, Dom. Poisot * £495 W 6 31
 Corton Charlemagne Grand Cru, Dom. Patrick Javillier * £580 W 6 17

 Criots Bâtard Montrachet, Grand Cru, Dom. Fontaine Gagnard * £875 W 6 16

 Le Montrachet, Grand Cru, Dom. Fontaine Gagnard * £375 W 1 16

 Maranges Blanc, Dom. Chevrot £215 W 12 13
 Maranges Blanc 1er Cru La Fussière, Dom. Chevrot £175 W 6 13
    
 Meursault, Dom. Matrot £360 W 12 19
 Meursault Les Tillets, Dom. Patrick Javillier £420 W 12 17
 Meursault 1er Cru Blagny, Dom. Matrot £500 W 12 19
 Meursault Tête de Murger, Dom. Patrick Javillier £325 W 6 17

 Pernand Vergelesses Blanc, Dom. Poisot * £160 W 6 31
    
 Puligny Montrachet, Dom. Jean Chartron £490 W 12 12
 Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chalumeaux, Dom. Matrot £540 W 12 20
 Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Champ Gain, Dom. Faiveley £340 W 6 28
 Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Perrières, Dom. Lucien Boillot £355 W 6 26
 Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Clos de la Pucelle (Monopole), Dom. Jean Chartron * £390 W 6 12
 Puligny Montrachet Les Tremblots, Dom. Hubert Lamy TBC W 6 18

 St Aubin 1er Cru Clos de Meix, Dom. Hubert Lamy TBC W 12 18
 St Aubin 1er Cru En Remilly, Dom. Hubert Lamy TBC W 12 18
 
 St Romain, Dom. Matrot £210 W 12 19

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
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To order, or for advice and assistance, please contact your salesperson
or call us on 01353 721 999
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 Côte de beaune red

 Beaune 1er Cru Teurons, Dom. Rossignol-Trapet £195 R 6 32

 Blagny 1er Cru la Pièce sous le Bois, Dom. Matrot £400 R 12 20

 Chassagne Montrachet Rouge, Dom. Michel Niellon £210 R 12 21

 Corton Bressandes Grand Cru, Dom. Poisot * £370 R 6 31
    
 Corton Clos des Cortons Faiveley Grand Cru (Monopole), Dom. Faiveley £895 R 6 28
 
 Maranges Vieilles Vignes, Dom. Matrot £165 R 12 20
 Maranges Rouge sur Le Chêne, Dom. Chevrot £180 R 12 13
 Maranges Rouge 1er Cru La Fussière, Dom. Chevrot £235 R 12 14
 Maranges Rouge 1er Cru Le Croix Moines, Dom. Chevrot £180 R 6 14

 Pernand Vergelesses 1er Cru en Caradeux, Dom. Poisot * £355 R 12 31

 Pommard, Dom. Jean Vaudoisey £265 R 12 22
 Pommard La Croix Blanche, Dom. Parent £495 R 12 23
 Pommard 1er Cru Les Epenots, Dom. Parent £485 R 6 23

 Santenay Rouge 1er Cru Clos Rousseau, Dom. Chevrot £235 R 12 14

 Volnay Villages, Dom. Jean Vaudoisey £255 R 12 22
 Volnay 1er Cru Mitans, Dom. Jean Vaudoisey £170 R 6 22
 Volnay, Dom. Lucien Boillot £350 R 12 26
 Volnay 1er Cru Les Santenots, Dom. Matrot £425 R 12 20
 Volnay 1er Cru Clos des Angles, Dom. Lucien Boillot £510 R 12 26
 Volnay 1er Cru Les Caillerets, Dom. Lucien Boillot £595 R 12 27

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
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* Wines marked with an asterisk will be subject to allocation to customers
buying across the quality range.
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Côte de nuits White

 Nuits St Georges Blanc, 1er Cru Clos de l’Arlot (Monopole), Dom. de l’Arlot * £380 W 6 24

Côte de nuits red

 Le Chambertin Grand Cru, Dom. Rossignol-Trapet * £1,100 R 6 33
    
 Chambertin Clos de Bèze Grand Cru, Dom. Faiveley * £1,600 R 6 29
    
 Chapelle Chambertin Grand Cru, Dom. Rossignol-Trapet * £640 R 6 33

 Echézeaux En Orveaux Grand Cru, Dom. Faiveley * £950 R 6 29
    
 Gevrey Chambertin Vieilles Vignes, Dom. Rossignol-Trapet £330 R 12 32
 Gevrey Chambertin, Dom. Lucien Boillot £395 R 12 26
 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Les Corbeaux, Dom. Lucien Boillot £585 R 12 27
 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Clos Prieur, Dom. Rossignol-Trapet £370 R 6 32
 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Petite Chapelle, Dom. Rossignol-Trapet £380 R 6 33
 Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Les Cazetiers, Dom. Faiveley £475 R 6 29
    
 Latricières Chambertin Grand Cru, Dom. Rossignol-Trapet * £630 R 6 33

 Mazis Chambertin Grand Cru, Dom. Faiveley * £1,250 R 6 29

 Nuits St Georges Les Vallerots, Dom. Bertrand Machard de Gramont £395 R 12 30
 Nuits St Georges Les Haut Pruliers, Dom. Bertrand Machard de Gramont £435 R 12 30
 Nuits St Georges Vieilles Vignes, Dom. Truchetet £450 R 12 35
 Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Mont des Oiseaux, Dom. de l’Arlot £265 R 6 24
 Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Les Damodes, Dom. Faiveley £330 R 6 29
 Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Clos des Forêts St Georges (Monopole), Dom. de l’Arlot £350 R 6 25
 Nuits St Georges 1er Cru Clos de l’Arlot (Monopole), Dom. de l’Arlot * £380 R 6 25

 Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru, Dom. Poisot * £1,350 R 6 32
 Romanée St Vivant Grand Cru, Dom. de l’Arlot * £1,950 R 6 25

 Vosne Romanée, Dom. Bertrand Machard de Gramont £435 R 12 30
 Vosne Romanée Les Barreaux, Dom. Bertrand Machard de Gramont * £550 R 12 30
 Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots, Dom. de l’Arlot £565 R 6 25

 £ per      Colour Bottles Page
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